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Resources
• The slides and a recording of this Webinar will be posted
online shortly after this presentation, available at
www.foulston.com/resources/covid-19-updates
• Additional resources related to COVID-19 are also available
at the same location
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Agenda
•
•
•
•

Big Picture Considerations
Summary of Families First Coronavirus Response Act
Update from the Department of Labor Regulations
Q&A with panel of Foulston employment attorneys:
Forrest
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Don
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Jason
Lacey

Morgan
Hammes
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Big Picture Considerations
• FFCRA Leave
• CARES Act
• SBA Loans: Paycheck Protection Plan (PPP) & Economic
Injury Disaster Loan Program (EISL)
• Employee Retention (Payroll) Tax Credit
• Federal Unemployment Benefits
• Insurance Coverage
• WARN and OWBPA Obligations
• State-law unemployment
• Contractual obligations

Summary of Families First
Coronavirus Response Act
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Two New Types of Paid Leave
• Emergency Paid Sick Leave: Up to two weeks of paid sick
leave for isolation, illness, care of others, or childcare
responsibilities due to COVID-19
• Emergency FMLA Leave: FMLA childcare leave to care for a
child who cannot go to school or daycare because of COVID19
• Effective APRIL 1, 2020 through December 31, 2020
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Emergency Paid Sick Leave if employee
cannot work or telework because:
1. Employee is subject to a federal, state, or local quarantine or
isolation order;
2. Employee is advised by a healthcare provider to selfquarantine due to concerns related to COVID-19;
3. Employee is experiencing symptoms of COVID-19 and is
seeking a medical diagnosis;
4. Employee is caring for an individual who is subject to a
quarantine order or direction to self-quarantine;
5. Employee is caring for son/daughter if the child’s school or
childcare provider is closed due to COVID-19; and
6. Employee is experiencing any substantially similar condition
specified by the Secretary of Health and Human Services
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Emergency Paid Sick Leave
• Amount of paid leave: Up to two weeks
• 80 hours for full-time employees
• Payment amount:
• For rationales 1-3 (quarantine/illness), employee’s regular
rate, capped at $511/day and $5,110 total
• For rationales 4-6 (caring for children or others), two-thirds
of employee’s regular rate, capped at $200/day and $2,000
total
• May not require employees to use other paid leave first.
• All employees are eligible, regardless of length of employment.
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Emergency Family & Medical Leave Act
• EFMLA only if employee cannot work or telework due to
need for leave to care for son/daughter if school/daycare
closed or other childcare giver interruption because of
COVID-19.
• Must have been employed for at least 30 calendar days.
• No EFMLA for quarantine/illness.
• 12 workweeks of FMLA total, including EFMLA
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Emergency Family & Medical Leave Act
• First two weeks of FMLA childcare leave may be unpaid
• Employee may substitute existing paid leave
• Employee may use EPSL
• After week 2 of EFMLA, paid leave of:
• 2/3 employee’s regular pay for hours otherwise normally
scheduled to work
• Up to $200/day and $10,000/twelve-week period
• If employee’s scheduled has been reduced due to
pandemic, only pay for reduced schedule.

Department of Labor
Regulations
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Can employee take EPSL or EFMLA
intermittently/reduced schedule?
• While teleworking:
• By agreement, if employees are unable to telework their
normal schedule of hours for a qualifying reason
• If you are prevented from teleworking for childcare
related reasons, emergency FMLA leave can be taken
while teleworking
• While working at usual worksite:
• It depends on why the employee is taking leave
• Childcare leave – can only be taken intermittently with
employer’s permission
• Other reasons related to COVID-19 symptoms - no
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Can employees use PTO at the same
time as FFCRA paid leave?
• Employees cannot concurrently take regular PTO and paid
FFCRA leave without employer permission
• If employer agrees, employees can supplement 2/3 pay
for child care reason with additional 1/3 wages from
existing PTO to bring wages to 100%
• Employers cannot force employees to use existing PTO to
supplement leave under the FFCRA
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Can employee use FFCRA paid leave if
business closes or if employee is furloughed?
• Employer closes or employee furloughed before April 1 – no
FFCRA leave
• Employer closes or employee furloughed after April 1, but before
employee goes out on leave – no FFCRA leave
• Employee furloughed while on FFCRA leave – FFCRA paid leave up
to closure/furlough
• Bottom line: FFCRA paid leave is not intended to pay employee
when there is no work/insufficient work; only for COVID-19
related leave from work.
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How to Calculate Employee Hours:
• Full-time: if employee is normally scheduled to work at least
40 hours/workweek then 80 hours of EPSL
• Part-time: normal weekly schedule over two-week period, if
employee works a regular schedule
• Variable schedule:
1. use a six-month average to calculate average daily
hours
2. if not employed for six months,
• use the number of hours you and employee agreed
upon at hiring, or
• average hours per day the employee was scheduled
to work over the entire term of employment
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How to Calculate Pay:
• Pay greater of:
• Regular rate of pay;
• Federal minimum wage in effect under FLSA; or
• Applicable state/local minimum wage
• Up to applicable daily and aggregate caps
• Regular rate of pay = average of regular rate of pay over a
period of 6 months prior to the date you take leave
• If employee has not work for 6 months, average of pay
for all of the weeks employed
• Tips, commissions, and piece rates are included into that
calculation to same extent they are included in calculation
of regular rate under FLSA
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Required documentation
• An employee is required to provide:
a. The employee’s name,
b. The date(s) for which leave is requested
c. qualifying reason for requesting leave,
d. statement that the employee is unable to work,
including telework, because of the qualifying reason
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Required documentation
• Reason 1 or 4: Name of the government entity ordering
quarantine
• Reason 2 or 4: Name of the healthcare provider advising
quarantine
• Reason 3: Name of healthcare provider diagnosing/treating
COVID-19 symptoms
• Reason 4: Leave to care for another individual
• Individual’s name, relationship to the employee, and
name of government entity/healthcare provider
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Required documentation
• Reason 5 or EFMLA: Leave based on the need to care for a
child
a. The name and age of the child
b. The name of the school, place of care, or provider that
is unavailable
c. A representation that no other suitable person will be
providing care for the child during the need period
d. If leave is for a child older than fourteen, and leave is
requested during daylight hours, a statement that
special circumstances exist requiring the employee to
provide care
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Recordkeeping
• Maintain documents for at least four years after tax becomes due or is
paid, whichever is later
• Also maintain:
• Documentation to show how the employer determined the amount
of qualified sick and family leave wages paid to employees that are
eligible for the credit, including records of work, telework and
qualified sick leave and qualified family leave.
• Documentation to show how the employer determined the amount
of qualified health plan expenses that the employer allocated to
wages.
• Copies of any completed Forms 7200, Advance of Employer Credits
Due To COVID-19, that the employer submitted to the IRS.
• Copies of the completed Forms 941, Employer’s Quarterly Federal
Tax Return, that the employer submitted to the IRS (or, for
employers that use third party payers to meet their employment
tax obligations, records of information provided to the third party
payer regarding the employer’s entitlement to the credit claimed
on Form 941).
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Required Notices
• Employer:
• Must post notice in a
conspicuous place on its
premises notice
• Must mail or email if employees
are working remotely
• Employee:
• Notice may not be required in
advance
• Notice may only be required
after the first workday for which
the employee takes FFCRA leave
• After the work workday, it is
reasonable for employers to
require notice as soon as
practicable under the
circumstances
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How to Count to 500 Employees:
• At the time your employee’s leave is to be taken, you
employ fewer than 500 full-time and part-time employees
within the US
• Include employees on leave, temporary employees who
are jointly employed, day laborers supplied by a
temporary agency
• Independent contractors do not count
• Joint employers (FLSA test) – all common employees must
be counted together (e.g., temp agency employees)
• Integrated employers (FMLA test)
• Common management
• Interrelation between operations
• Centralized control of labor relations
• Degree of common ownership or financial control
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Healthcare Employers
• Which employees are considered “healthcare providers”
who can be denied EPSL/EFMLA?
• Any employee of any doctor’s office, hospital, health
care center, clinic, post-secondary educational
institution offering health care instruction, medical
school, local health department or agency, nursing
facility, retirement facility, nursing home, home health
care provider, any facility that performs laboratory or
medical testing, pharmacy, or anything similar
• Any entity that contracts with one of the above
• Also emergency responders necessary for transport,
comfort, nutrition of COVID-19 patients
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Restoration rights following Emergency
FMLA Leave:
• Generally – Employees are to be restored to the same or
equivalent position
• For employers with fewer than 25 employees, no restoration
requirement if:
A. Leave was due to school/daycare closure/caregiver
interruption
B. The employee’s position no longer exists due to economic
conditions or other changes in operating conditions that:
i. Effect employment
ii. Are caused by public health emergency
C. The employer makes reasonable efforts to restore the
employee to an equivalent position
D. The employer contacts the employee if an equivalent
position becomes available
E. Employer continues to make effort to contact you within
one year
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Small Business Exemption
1. Fewer than 50 employees;
2. The leave is requested because a child’s school or daycare
is closed
3. An authorized officer has determined that:
A. result in expenses exceeding revenues causing the
business to cease operations at a minimal capacity,
B. the absence of employees requesting leave would
entail substantial risk to financial health of the
business due to the employee’s specialized skill,
knowledge, or responsibilities,
C. there are not sufficient workers able, willing, and
qualified to perform labor/services required to
operate at a minimal capacity
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Tax Credits
• Public agency employers are not eligible for tax credits, but
must still comply with paid leave provisions
• Eligible employers can retain an amount of payroll taxes
equal to the amount of qualifying paid leave
• Amount of credit allowable for any quarter cannot
exceed Social Security Taxes owed, but any credit in
excess is treated as an overpayment and the employer is
eligible for a refund
• Any paid leave provided in excess of the maximum
requirement is not creditable
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Retaliation Provisions
• Employers may not discharge, discipline, or otherwise
discriminate against any employee who takes paid sick leave
under the FFCRA and files a complaint or institutes a
proceeding under or related to the FFCRA.
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Penalties
• Penalty based on Paid Sick Leave – FLSA act
• Penalty based on child care FMLA Leave – FMLA act
• Liquidated damages (double damages)
• Attorney fees
• Collective actions
• Temporary non-enforcement through April 17, 2020, so long as
employer acted reasonably and in good faith
1. Violations are remedied and the employee is made whole
2. Violations were not willful
3. The Department receives a written commitment from the
employer to comply in the future
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Questions and Answers
with Foulston panel
Teresa Shulda

316.291.9791
tshulda@foulston.com

Don Berner

316.291.9738
dberner@foulston.com

Forrest Rhodes

316.291.9555
frhodes@foulston.com

Jason Lacey

316.291.9756
jlacey@foulston.com

Morgan Hammes
316.291.9577

mhammes@foulston.com
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To engage Foulston attorneys to respond to
your company or organization’s legal
questions, please contact:
Molly Morgan, 316-291-9549
mmorgan@foulston.com
This information is not a legal opinion; it does not provide legal
advice for any purpose; and it neither creates nor constitutes
evidence of an attorney-client relationship. If you have questions
or want more information, contact your legal counsel. If you do
not have regular counsel for this type of legal assistance, Foulston
Siefkin LLP would welcome the opportunity to work with you to
meet your specific business needs.

